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Abstract
The process of form giving is a complex topic for product designers and is inherently connected to the field of aesthetics. 
Fundamental questions need answers: are there absolute aesthetic principles that, if followed, can guarantee a “good form” and a 
successful product? What importance should user and market response be given? This highlights the debate on the extent to 
which the designer is entitled to be the only judge of a product’s aesthetics, as well as on how much other stakeholders (such as 
client companies, product users) have a say in the product’s meaning creation through its form.In this article, an overview will be 
given on how a paradigm shift from positivist to constructivist philosophical worldviews has impacted design reasoning to form 
the basis for establishing form-giving principles. The purpose is to give designers a theoretical foundation on aesthetics and the 
creation of meaning and identity through a human-centered approach in form giving. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Thisarticle reviews the current debate on semantics where designerspresumably influence the identity that their 
products communicatethrough aesthetics and form giving. It aims to give an overview of the main design 
philosophies and models of design reasoning to initiate such a debate on aesthetic intentions in design. Concretely, 
the main outcome of this debate is a reflection on how good form in products is to be developed through 
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participatory design[1], where the role of the designer concerns defining and assessing the intended identity of a 
product in relation to the role of end-users both as observers and as potential stakeholders in the design process. In 
order to elaborate on this debate, we firstly need to place ourselves in a broader philosophical perspective and 
identify the paradigms or worldviews that are predominant and then present concrete meanings in design theories 
and ultimately in design practice with specific methods and techniques.
2. Philosophical worldviews and design reasoning models
As explained by Creswell, Lincoln and Guba, philosophical worldviewsare defined as “a basic set of beliefs that 
guide action”[2], [3], which has an influence on the practice of design. 
The types of philosophical worldviews held by individual designers will often have great impact on their 
approaches to design theories and indirectly on the concrete methods and techniques they use.  Four different 
worldviews are briefly presented and fundamentally explainedin figure 1 [4], based on the work of Creswellon 
research design specifically with respect to the use of qualitative, quantitative or mixed research methods [2].
As worldviews may use principles that are comparable and complementary, they should not be considered as 
rigid and separate but rather overlapping to varying degrees. Positivism and constructivism in their most literal form 
is presented here as contradictive and irreconcilable [3]. However, according to “constructivist realism”, worlds are 
multi-layered with many levels of interacting structures on-going simultaneously [5]. This is reinforced by the on-
going trend towards reconciliation of positivism and constructivism, which can be accomplished by eliminating the 
arbitrary boundaries and assumptions concerning truth and apprehension. For instance, post-positivism offers a 
vision that is more nuanced and better suited for study of design science; it recognizes that knowledge is conjectural 
and absolute truth can never be found when studying humans [6]. Constructivism is affiliated to postmodernism,
whereby truth is grounded in everyday life and social relations, and knowledge is created from different sources and 
experiences. It defers radically from post-positivism by acknowledging that we are constrained by our own 
perceptions and as such cannot access reality and that what we consider to be reality is constructed [3].
Although pragmatism makes use of elements from both post-positivism and constructivism, it remains a 
worldview on its ownand is not committed to one system of philosophy and reality [2].Great emphasis is placed on 
focusing on a problem and the use of pluralistic approaches to derive knowledge about the problem. As researchers 
have the freedom to choose methods, techniques and procedures for research, stands are not taken on the debate of 
reality as objective or subjective, but on how they meet best their needs and purpose [2], [7].
Fig. 1. Overview of presented worldviews and design theories.
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Advocacy criticizes the fact that constructivism does not go far enough in advocating for marginalized people[2]. 
With respect to stakeholder involvement in a human-centered designcontext, individuals should not be further 
marginalized or limited in self-determination and self-development.
These epistemological worldviews were introduced as a foundation for the discussion of six models of “Design” 
reasoning[8]. Lie´s extensive literature review and categorisation was adopted based on how the authors view and 
demarcate theoretical traditions in design reasoning, illustrating the current dispute between positivistic / deliberate 
design approaches on one hand and the more plural, reflected and embedded design approaches on the other hand[8, 
p.68]. The way Lie has managed to make the dispute explicit, would be relevant for design practitioners and 
researchers to understand meaning and identity creation through aesthetics, as well as to able to translate these 
meanings and identities in design practice through the development of new products. The six models of design 
reasoning are:Problem-solving Model,[9], [10], Hermeneutic Model,[11], [13], [14], Reflective Practice Model,[12], 
Participatory Model,[15], [1], Social Model.[16], [17], [18], and Normative Model[19].
3. Human-centered form giving: the semantic turn
In order to illustrate the importance of worldviews as a base for design theories and their implications, the 
radically different worldview of constructivism and its historical development will be presented below.
As Krippendorff proposes, it is important to take some distance and look at the definition of design has evolved 
[20]. To a certain extent, reference is made to Simon reflecting on the difference between science and design[9], 
where “science describes how things are, but design shows how things should be”. Replacing “is” with “should be” 
is an imperative, normative statement, implying a focus on “problem-solving” with technical rationality.
Krippendorff judges this as a positivist way of looking at things; the design process it infers is typically one of 
analysis/synthesis/evaluation, which necessarily gives a finite space of solution. He expresses that this has proven to 
work well in larger system design problems where the outcome of the process can be authoritatively implemented 
but that it has proved to fail in complex, social design problems such as for example city planning, where the design 
typically improves the lives of some at the expense of others.
This brings us to the concept of “tame”, technical problems versus “wicked problems” as defined by Buchanan 
[21], which are typically problems or conflicts that can never be totally and permanently resolved. In this aspect the 
problem becomes to define the “wicked problem”, highlighting the need for a new way of thinking and moving 
away from the positivist, top-down technical problem-solving point of view. 
3.1. Denegation of semiotics
Krippendorff takes a sharp stand against the elaborate vocabulary of semiotics that according to him diverts 
designers from the meaning of products to artificial epistemological assumptions[20]. For clarity purposes, we 
should highlight that his use of the term of “semantics” is incompatible with the notion of semantics as a part of 
semiotics in the positivist worldview; in that perspective one could consider Krippendorff’s “semantics” as being on 
the same theoretical level as for example Vihma’s “semiotics”[29], which highlights the incompatibility of the two 
theories. From now on, unless specified otherwise, we shall use the word “semantics” from Krippendorff’s point of 
view, with a great focus on “meaning” for users and observers.
Three main points can be drawn from this distantiation:
x Semiotics is grounded in a two-world ontology; a world of signs and a world of referents, or world of the receiver 
and that of the transmitter[22], which are formed through context, message and how this message is being coded 
[23].
x Semantic in contrast raises awareness that the human world is created, constructed by human involvement
through contextual meaning creation processes. 
x Syntactics can be viewed as a theoretical construction of a reality with no place for humans to recognize syntactic 
relationships. 
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The theory of semiotics is faced with different interpretations:
x “Semiotic semantics”, defined as the relations between signs and the object (whether it is convention, causality or 
similarity) needs to be learned by the observer[24]. 
x “Semiotic pragmatics”, defined as the relation of psychological causality between signs and their users 
acknowledges users but denies them participation and creativity.
With respect to polysemy, semiotics does not leave room to the multiple interpretations of signs and does not 
seem to take into account that their meaning can evolve over time, between subjects, in different contexts[20].
In semiotics the process of giving meaning can be described as a monologue where semioticians consider their 
meaning of a sign as factual and construct explanations on when and why people fail to recognize the signs as 
intended by the designer. As opposed, the “semantic turn”, which advocates second order understanding, treats 
humans not as mechanisms, but as knowledgeable agents [20]. Therefore, a dialogical process between user and 
designer is deemed important and opens up for reflectionsfor user involvement in the design process.
3.2. A constructivist approach, the semantic turn
Krippendorff advocates a non-representational concept of meaning that encourages products to be self-evident to 
their users and proposes to systematically expand the space of possibilities and contract it down to “arguable 
proposals” for products that facilitate future developments. This implies that decisions on meaning cannot be taken 
away from those affected by the design of that typical artefact, which may be the constituents of ritual practices, 
invoke emotions, be intrinsically motivated, and participate in ecologies [20, p.278]. Moreover, this may lead to a 
methodology, where design proposals are to be evaluated within a collaborative context of stakeholders supported 
by human centred design methods.
Krippendorff also introduces the term “character” which relies on the linguistic attribution of adjectives. These 
attributions cannot be accurately or physically measured and may include aesthetic values, revealing feelings and
sensations commonly accepted by different individuals. As such, sets of adjectives may be used to define a character 
that describes the communicative intention of the designer when giving form.
His model of a five step design process for “designing the character of artefacts”,derived from Butter [25],is 
based upon typical diverging/converging activities, and reemphasize the collaborative context, where the 
designation of communities of users, stakeholders and critics matter[20, p.232].
3.3. A pragmatic approach in form giving
Adopting a more pragmatic and nuanced description of the realities of design practice, Crilly developed a 
framework based on interviews of practicing designers[26]. The essence of the framework lies in the recognition of 
an essentially problem-based approach (the problem being defined as the expression of an intention based on 
motivational factors and moderated by constraining factors) and of a “designerly” intent that as well recognizes the 
importance of consumer involvement. 
4. Juxtaposing worldviews and design reasoning models to facilitate semantic debate
The influence of “Philosophical Worldviews” and “Models of Design Reasoning” will be discussed as a 
framework to classify the main trends in form development and product identity creation, which is shown in table1. 
Direct observations from the table indicate the following:
x A positivist and post-positivist worldview, supported by the six design models, are predominately present in the 
article’s discussed theories on form giving and aesthetics. 
x When it concerns the discussion on “meaning creation” from a “real-world” perspective with respect to 
semantics, reflective, participatory and social models “Pragmatic”, “Constructivist and “Advocacy” also play a 
significant role in establishing meaning in form and product identity.
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Table 1. Mapping Form giving theories within a juxtaposed frame of “Worldviews” and “Models of Design Reasoning.”
Philosophical 
Worldviews



















form is derived from its 
functions, structured in a 
hierarchic manner
Hermeneutic
Semiotics: the study of 
cultural sign processes. 
The meaning of signs 
resides in the interactions 
between objects, referent 
and interpreter
Semiotics -pragmatics: 
Relation between signs 
and their effects on the 
people who use them –
e.g. ergonomics.
Semiotics -Syntactics: 
Relations among signs in 
formal structures, e.g. 
product’s relations to 
surroundings and internal 
structural relations
Semiotics – semantics: 
The designer as 
interpreter is able to 
transfer his beliefs and 
values into product 
features
Reflective Practice
Semiotics: the study of 
cultural sign processes. 
The meaning of signs 
resides in the interactions 




Gestalt Rules (supported 
by semiotic theories)
Meaning creation 
through action: A 
Semantic Transfer based 
upon “explicit” and 
“implicit” design cues in 
order to communicate 
value and create 





Meaning creation through 
interpretation: A Semantic 
Transfer based upon: 
“explicit” and “implicit” 
design cues in order to 
communicate value and 





Semantic Transfer based 
upon : “explicit” and 
“implicit” design cues in 
order to communicate 
value and create 
recognition for brand 
identity
Participatory
Meaning creation through 
objective reality: A 
Semantic Transfer based 
upon“explicit” and 
“implicit” design cues in 
order to communicate 
value and create 
recognition for brand 
identity
Meaning creation through 
interpretation: A Semantic 
Transfer based upon: 
“explicit” and “implicit” 
design cues in order to 
communicate value and 





functions based upon 
Gestalt Rules (supported 
by semiotic theories)
Formal-Aesthetic 
functions based upon 
Gestalt Rules (supported 
by semiotic theories)
x Various branches of semiotics can be classified under the different worldviews based upon a hermeneutics model 
of design reasoning.
x The “Social” model, which is enabled by the social community in which they are situated, capitalises on a 
growing conscience of the designers´ role in that society. 
x In meaning making and product identity creation, a pre-planned, analytical and pragmatic approach is being 
adopted from a practice perspective, but is advocated by the fact that meaning is mainly created through self-
involvement. However, the collective wisdom of a community of practitioners is crucial incommunicating values
and beliefs, and in persuading certain semantics through “explicit” and “implicit” design cuesto the respective 
social community.
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a b c
Fig.2.Remote controls for TV systems.(a) Apple Remote; (b) Google TV Remote by Sony; (c) Logitech Harmony 1100.
5. Discussion
Firstly, within the context of a pragmatic, problem-based design approach, defining the problem in the larger 
sense, even if it is recognized as unsolvable, can be universally applicable as long as it opens up for the eventuality 
of an infinite space of possible solutions[26]. Secondly, the constructivist view of reality as socially and individually 
constructed seems to be the most relevant and interesting way of looking at design theories. As Krippendorffbluntly 
puts it: [26],“There is no absolute truth, the best one can get (as a designer) is a verbal confirmation of the 
intention”.
However the discussion resides then on these viewpointswhen giving form to products and will be 
illustratedthrough three product examples as shown in Figure 2.
Apple has a clear strategy of innovation through strategic design implementation. Their products offer only the 
functions the designers see as relevant to offer and these functions are soberly expressed through their form. 
Influenced by functionalism, this hermeneutic way of designing builds on advocacy worldviews, but is reinforced by 
a very consequent use of pre-established design guidelines. However, one can also argue that Apple´s offering of 
“necessary functionality” is perceptually true in the first instance, but its pre-programmed interdependency with the 
computer, music player, TV set-top box, and remote control, is a typical inclusive strategic move, wheretheproduct’s 
functionality and form is “pushed down” to the end user who is expected to follow and accept the designers’ intent
of the product.
The “Google TV remote” expresses a different situation, where the user is able to interact with the product in a
multitude of ways. As an outcome of a user-centered design process that resulted in highlighting the need for 
various ways of use, the design foremost addresses incremental ergonomic and technological innovations. Through 
addition, omission and integration of incremental functionalities, such as buttons and knobs, this design approach 
may be participatory in nature, but is most unlikely design-driven [27]. 
Finally, the Logitech remote control demonstrates a more pragmatic approach to the design problem: the problem 
is not “how to remotely control a TV system” but rather “how to simplify the user’s interaction with a multitude of 
electronic devices”. Although the problem definition is approximating Apple´s one, different design problems are 
being addressed. Logitech merely designs the remote control, but then has to create an interface to a “babel” of 
design languages. In short, having similar design briefs, different approaches, different products,theabove examples
highlight the increasing awareness that human-centred design theories has created a debate on their relevance when 
it comes to innovation of form and functionality.
5.1. Is there such a thing as “product identity”?
Former BMW head of design Chris Bangle declares in Hustwit’s documentary Objectified “The designed object 
has to be the reflection of what you want to see in it – it is the observer that sees “speed” in the shape of a car – we 
speak here of emotional authenticity”[28]. This illustrates that an embracement of a constructivist, human-centred
theory of design infers that a product cannot actually have an intrinsic identity, that meanings are acquired in use, 
not designed – as such, some designers believe that it is impossible to force meanings into artefacts. However,in a
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user-centered design process, thechallenge of the designer is to advocate new meanings and interpretations, which 
lead to innovative ways of using a product within a social cultural context [27]. In this context, defining product 
identity is possible as long as one recognizes the potential multiplicity of that identity and its dependence on 
contextual, social and cultural factors. 
5.2. Is there such a thing as “good form”?
Krippendorff’s views on the concept of an authoritative formal transfer of a designer’s intention raised the 
question what “honesty of products” is about in a modernist tradition.According to Monö, the “honesty” of a 
product’s form is at the basis of the notion of “good form” (in that respect “honest” is the correspondence of 
thecontent of the message with the product as it is, and not to “what one wants to make the market believe it 
is”)[29].
Vihma denounces the normative effect by design awards of a narrow interpretation of good form described 
originally in a list of ten criteria, mostly functionalist or defined in a positivist, absolute manner; it is all about the 
form and its functional meaning, nothing or little about both the user response and the market response[30].
To recapitulate the discussion of what is “Good Form” in product identity creation in a more contemplative 
manner, the authors advise that different stakeholders and designers should be actively involved in the meaning 
making and interaction with objects. Strategically, this implies that the designer, as initiator and creator, should be 
first aware of his or her worldview. Based on this awareness, he or she should then adopt suitable single or 
combined models of design reasoning, which can be used as a reference for the selection of relevant design 
processes, methods and tools, as well as the constellation and type of relevant stakeholders. As mentioned earlier by 
Verganti, the term “stakeholder” need not to be limited to only end-users. Others, such as interpreters, can contribute 
to meaning making and identity creation from a design-driven perspective[27]. 
5.3. Human-centered form giving and the semantic turn
When re-addressing “Human-centred Form Giving” with respect to the “Semantic Turn”, an emphasis should be 
placed on how to apply methods by involving end-users and other stakeholders in the active development of the 
design or co-creation of products. According to Sanders` theoretical framework on Design Research and Practice” 
the design-led perspective uses design thinking and has the potential for significant innovation but it does not value 
the input of potential end-users as being participants in the early front end of the process so much. The co-creation 
perspective puts the tools and methods of design thinking into the hands of the people who will be the future end-
users (and the other stakeholders) in the early front end of the product development process [31].
The “Social Model” of design reasoning, within “Constructivism” and “Advocacy” worldviews, can be seen as 
complementary to the participatory approach. It determines the background for “Context” development and “Value 
Creation” to specifically discuss and concretise the interactions among objects, referents and interpreters. As such it 
is recognised that values are only important as long as users consider them as being important. A possible example 
of that is the fact that many chairs around us are actually uncomfortable, which is an expression of the fact that other 
aspects about chairs are considered as being more important than the actual seating comfort. This illustrates that 
semantic, meaning-related considerations should always precede other considerations – be them political, ethical, 
environmental, universal, emotional sustainability issues. On the other hand it doesn’t rule out the possibility for 
objects to semantically advocate for the mentioned issues. To illustrate this point let us take the example of “green” 
design (that advocates for environmentally sound behaviour). Some products make a point of looking 
environmental-friendly. However it doesn’t mean that all products that are designed in an environmentally friendly 
manner should necessary communicate it through their given form; all depends on the semantic priority that is given 
to that particular value.
6. Conclusion
The abstract theorization as presented in this paper may awake scepticism about its concrete utility for design 
practice.However, the importance for a designer to be able to position models and processes for design reasoning in 
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a broader philosophical perspective should be highlighted in order to have a clear set of theoretical 
references.Thereafter, it depends on the designer´s worldview and positioning within the process of meaning making 
and identity building. This positioning determines which models of design reasoning, methods and tools will be 
adopted. Taking a deliberate or emergent viewpoint, supported by positivist, pragmatist or constructivist 
worldviews, the intensity of stakeholder involvement may vary from none to participative, while the stakeholder
constellation may only comprise of only the designer or a broader network of users, suppliers, distributers, 
interpreters and other experts.
According to the authors, one should be able to choose the most relevant standpoint when reflecting 
“meaningmaking” and identity development to philosophical worldviews and models of design reasoning.Its 
purpose of offering an overview of different worldviews and a discussion on how these may be used in conjunction 
with form giving issues related to design theories, should equip researchers and educators with the knowledge to 
answer the following question:“If products have an identity, how is it defined, by whom, whom shall it give meaning 
to, how can they be traced back to design theories, and how is it communicated throughout the design process?”
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